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of a sheep or goat, folded, and put together, and

then put into one of the minding guts of the belly.

(L, TA.)= Also, and Y** A vehement, or

severe, day: (Fr, S, O, K:) or a vehemently-hot

day: (Fr, K:) and the former is in like manner

applied to a night (āº), without 3: (TA :) and

V the latter signifies also a cold, and very cloudy,

day, in which nothing is seen of the sky. (Abu-l

'Alā, L, TA.)

#Lae A thing with which another thing is

bound, or mound round; as also W* (K, TA)

and"…: (L, TA:) or a thing with which the

head is bound, or mound round; (S, A, Mgh, O,

TA;) and Y &la= signifies a thing nºith which a

thing other than the head is bound, or mound

wound; (A, TA;) anything, such as a piece of

ºrag, or a fillet, or bandage, with which a broken

limb, or a mound, is bound, is termed thus, i.e.

&la= : (L, TA:) and iſſae signifies also a tur

ban; syn. i.i.e : (A, Mgh, Mºb, K, TA:) or

this [in the TA by mistake written a.u.e] sig

nifies a small thing that serves as a covering for

the head, [such as a kerchief or a fillet, being

round round it; and what is larger is termed

* (Ináyeh of Esh-Shihāb, MF, TA:) or

whatever is bound, or mound, round the head,

whether it be a turban or a kerchief or a piece of

rag : (TA, from an explanation of a trad.:) and

"J-ae (likewise) signifies a turban, and any

thing with nihich the head is bound, or wound

round: (S, O:) the pl. of iºlae is -la.
(Mgh, T.A.) El-Farezdak says, • -

2 * > * > 0 , , w tº £2 5 & 2.

* ~*tº cº-ex +

[And a company of riders in such a state that it

seemed as though the wind desired to take for

itself spoil from them, by its dragging anay the

turbans] : he means that the wind untwisted their

turbans by its violence, as though it despoiled

them thereof. (TA.)-And [hence] + A crown.

(A, TA)—see also -as, later half – And

See ãº, in four places. – And for the pl. ap

plied to winds, see 1, former half.
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*5-ae : see 3-ae, near the end.
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---a-ae: see ºre-ae, in two places.

JºséA vender, or spinner, of thread, or yarn;

syn. Jji. (AA, S, o.)

& eº sº His mouth is dry from the drying

up of the saliva : and J-le Jé, A man in

n:hose mouth the saliva has dried up. (TA.)

. & 2 × , (S, O, TA,) accord. to the author of the

º w e.p.

K" Jºax, like *3-4, in all its senses there

explained, but accord. to others likeA*, (TA,)

One having his maist bound round in conse

quence of hunger; ($, O;) one who binds round

his body(<) with pieces of a garment or of

cloth, by reason of hunger; (K, TA;) one who,

in consequence of leanness occasioned by hunger,

binds round his belly neith a stone [placed under

the bandage: see *]: (TA:) or, accord.

to A'Obeyd, one nihose property, or cattle, years

of drought, or sterility, have eaten up : ($, O :)

[or] it signifies also a poor man. (K, T.A.) –

And Turbaned; attired with a turban; (O, L,

TA;) [as also "J-34.)— And [hence] t A

chief; (K;) one made a chief. (Az, L., T.A.

[See 2.]) – And [hence] + Cronmed: (O:) or a

crowned king; as also "J-aº - (A, TA:) be:tº 2 .*

cause the crown encircles the head like a turban.

(Az, T.A.)
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J.--> see the next preceding paragraph.
-

**** [Twisted, or mound round:... and folded,

or folded tightly ; and bound, or tied : see 1, first

sentence. — And hence,) + Firm, or strong, in

the compacture of the flesh. (S, O.) You say

Ji- **** Jé +[A man firm, or compact,

in respect of make]; (S, A, O';) strongly, or firmly,

knit, or compacted; not flabby in flesh. (T.A.)

And *** *. meaning ~~~~

Ji- ãº. +[A girl, or young woman, goodly

in respect of compacture; well compacted in re

spect of make]. (S, O.) – And t A slender, or

an elegant, sword. (K.) – And t Hungry,

having his belly bound round: (A:) or [simply]

hungry; in the dial. of Hudheyl : ($, O:) or

very hungry: (K:) or one whose boreels are

almost dried up by hunger: an epithet said to be

applied to a hungry man because he binds round

his belly with a stone [within the bandage] on

account of his hunger: it is said to have been

the custom of any hungry man, among the Arabs,

to bind his belly with a bandage, under which he

sometimes put a stone. (TA.)–And t A letter

(*); thus called because bound round with

a thread, or string: so in the saying, Lºſe 3,5
º ..a 6 -

J23-ax. [A letter came to me]. (A, TA.)

… • * *

à-- i.e.
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: see -axle, in two places.
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-•3-axe J-2 A strong, or sturdy, man. (TA.)

*A*aº

1. 33.3% ($, O, K) aor.-, (0, K.) inf n.

**, (S, O,) He twisted it; turned, or wreathed,

it round or about ; contorted it; mound it ; or

bent it; ($, O, K5) as also " …ael. (K.)—

[Hence,) ãº aº ae, aor. -, (S, O, L., Msb,)

inf n, as above; (Mºb;) and "u-ael; (O, L,

M3b;) He stirred about and turned over the

3.xº-ae with a 2-oxo, or 32-axle; (O,” L, Msb;")

he made, or prepared, the seas. (L)– And

& 3.2%, [and app. 3 as alone, (see 3-4)]

aor.-, inf. n. 3:44, He (a camel) bent his neck
2.5 d > *

tomards his withers in dying. (TA.) – ajºac

28 Jé, (0, K.') inf n. 44% (0) I made
him to do the thing against his mill. (O, K.”)

–4.slas.i.ae Clamours such as are raised

in trial, or affliction, assailed them. (Lth, L.)=

3.2e said of an arrow, It wound, or turned, in

its course, not going directly towards the butt.

(L)–And 3.2°, (§, O, K) aor.”, (K) inf n.

3.4%; ($, O, K3) as also ee, aor. - (K;).

said of a man, (TA,) He died. (S, O, K.)

4: see above, first and second sentences.

-> → d -

Q. Q. 1 bºas, (0, K.) inf n. #3,245 (TA)
→ • b → •

and "1235-2-5; (O, K;) They cried out, (0, K.)

and fought one another: (K:) and Y the latter,

they raised a clamour, and became in a state of

confusion. (TA.)

Q. Q. 2. lºss así; see Q. Q. 1, in two places.
g a

* Twisted; turned, or wreathed, round or

about ; contorted; wound; or bent; as also
5 x 0 ,

"35-a-o. (TA.)

* is well known; (K;) [as being A sort

of thick gruel, consisting of] wheat-flour moistened

and stirred about with clarified butter, and cooked;

(L;) one stirs it about, and turns it over, nith a

*s-, [i.e. stick, or the like, (also called "3 a.

and "3342, L.) so that no part of it that has not

been turned over remains in the vessel ; (IF," S,

O, Msb;") and hence it is thus called: (IF,

Msb:) [it is also commonly made with boiling

water, flour, clarified butter, and honey :] accord.

to El-Mufaddal, it is properly thus called when

it is so thick that it may be chened. (TA voce

£º [q. v. : see also*]

6 * ~ * 5 * > .

23-22. A long day: (IAqr, K.) and so 35lac
9 & . .”

and xylae. (L in arts. Alae and xylae.) – And

all signify A high mountain. (L in arts. Jas

and xylae.)
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slº-ac: see the next paragraph, in two places.

3, as Evil, or mischief, arising from slaughter;

or mutual reviling; or clamour; so in the phrase,

** cºCº [I left them in a state of evil,

&c.) : (TA:) or clamour and confusion in near or

altercation; as also *31,24: (M, TA:) or cla

mour in trial or affliction: (Lth, TA:) or a for

midable, or terrible, case; ($, K;) so in the

phrase, 3% ae º lsº [They fell into a fºr:

midable, or terrible, case]: (S:) and J. A

s', as [They are in a formidable, or terrible, case]:

(K .) or you say,...,* Jºzº They are in

trials, or afflictions, and altercations. (TA.) –

Also, and "36-2, A man, and a woman, difficult,

or stubborn, hard, and evil, or mischievous : (O,

K:) applied to a woman, evil, or mischievous;

(O ;) or very evil or mischievous. (TA.) [Pl.

*] You say, sº- º ** 2; A.

people who cleave to their adversaries in rear, (O,

K,) and will not quit them. (O.)— And ****

25& Distorted language; (O, K;) [as though]

heaped together, one part upon another. (TA)

And AS in 3-sulae Confused (0, TA) and

dense darkness. (o,” K, TA.) And in like man

ner Jºsuae is used in relation to camels: (K:)

one says, ºvae Jº * The camels came

pressing, or crowding, one upon another : (S, O :)

and accord. to Ibn-Abbād, came in a state of dis




